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ON EVANGELIZATION IN THE MODERN WORLD
(Evangelii Nuntiandi)

an encyclical by Pope Paul VI, December 8, 1975

27.  Evangelization will always contain - as the foundation, center, and at the
same time, summit of its dynamism - a clear proclamation that, in Jesus Christ, the Son
of God made man, who died and rose from the dead, salvation is offered to all men, as
a gift of God’s grace and mercy.”

29.  But evangelization would not be complete if it did not take account of the
unceasing interplay of the Gospel and of man’s concrete life, both personal and social.
This is why evangelization involves an explicit message, adapted to the different
situations constantly being realized, about the rights and duties of every human being,
about family life without which personal growth and development is hardly possible,
about life in society about international life, peace, justice and development - a message
especially energetic today about liberation.

70.  Lay people, whose particular vocation places them in the midst of the
world and in charge of the most varied temporal tasks, must for this very reason
exercise a very special form of evangelization.

Their primary and immediate task is not to establish and develop the ecclesial
community - this is the specific role of the pastors - but to put to use every Christian
and evangelical possibility latent but already present and active in the affairs of the
world.  Their own field of evangelizing activity is the vast and complicated world of
politics, society, and economic, but also the world of culture, of the sciences and the
arts, of international life, of the mass media.  It also includes other realities which are
open to evangelization, such as human love, the family, the education of children and
adolescents, professional work, suffering.  The more Gospel-inspired lay people there
are engaged in these realities, clearly involved in them, competent to promote them and
conscious that they must exercise to the full their Christian powers which are often
buried and suffocated, the more these realities will be at the service of the kingdom of
God and therefor of salvation in Jesus Christ ,  without in any way losing or sacrificing
their human content but rather pointing to a transcendent dimension which is often
disregarded.

19.  ...for the Church [evangelization] is a question not only of preaching the
Gospel in ever wider geographic areas or to very greater numbers of people, but also
of affecting and as it were upsetting, through the power of the Gospel, mankind’s
criteria of judgment, determining values, points of interest, lines of thought, sources of
inspiration and models of life, which are in contrast to the Word of God and the plan of
salvation.
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20. All this could be expressed in the following words: what matters is to
evangelize man’s culture and cultures (not in a purely decorative way, as it were, by
applying a thin veneer, but in a vital way, in depth and right to their very roots). 
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